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Publication Date 6th May 2021

BY ASH, OAK AND THORN
Melissa Harrison
Three tiny, ancient beings – Moss, Burnet and Cumulus, once 
revered as Guardians of the Wild World – wake from winter 
hibernation. But when their home is destroyed, they set off 
on an adventure. Can they find a way to survive in a precious, 
disappearing world?

• The breathtaking children’s debut from acclaimed nature   
 writer and literary fiction novelist, Melissa Harrison, author of All  
 Among the Barley and At Hawthorn Time: shortlisted for the  
 Costa Book Award and longlisted for the Baileys Prize. 

• Inspired by 1942 classic The Little Grey Men by BB, with 
 shades of The Borrowers.

• A tale of disappearing wilderness that couldn’t be more   
 relevant in today’s environmental crisis, brought to life for   
 children by three tiny, funny, eternal beings – the hidden folk.

Price:  £7.99
Pub Date: 6th May 2021
CBMC code: D3N79
Dimensions: 198x129 mm
Word count: 47,000 (words approx.) 

Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-913322-12-0
eBook ISBN: 978-1-913322-94-6
Age: 9+
Illustrations: N/a
Export: Yes
Rights: World
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DESCRIPTION
Three tiny, ancient beings – 
Moss, Burnet and Cumulus, once 
revered as Guardians of the 
Wild World – wake from winter 
hibernation in their beloved ash 
tree home. When it is destroyed, 
they set off on an adventure to 
find more of their kind, a journey 
which takes them first into the 
deep countryside and then the 
heart of a city. Helped along the 
way by birds and animals, the 
trio search for a way to survive 
and thrive in a precious yet 
disappearing world.  

An extract from

BY ASH, OAK 
AND THORN
Melissa Harrison 
It was a stormy night, with sudden gusts 
of air that snatched up crisp packets and 
plastic plant pots and made them dance 
down Ash Row. Most of the local cats 
stayed indoors, though the foxes braved 
the weather and trotted around all night 
about their foxy business. Thunder 
muttered and lightning flickered and 
flashed, at first distantly and then much 
closer, striking a distant tower block, 
and then the spire of a nearby church as 
thunder rent the air directly overhead. 

Several times during the night Moss 
muttered and thrashed about, and once 
let out a cry. Burnet carried on snoring, 
but Cumulus, who was lying awake and 
enjoying the exciting electrical energy in 
the atmosphere, came and sat by Moss’s 
sleeping bag in the darkness, murmuring 
quiet words of reassurance until the bad 
dream had passed. 

As the night wore on the rain gradually 
lessened and the thunderstorm ran out 
of energy and faded away. By the time 

the first bird sang, the dawn sky over 
Ash Row was rinsed fresh and clear, 
ready for a new day. 

It was then that the old, rotten ash 
tree gave a great shiver, uttered an eerie, 
creaking groan – and ripped entirely in 
two. Each half fell outwards and down 
with a thunderous crash, smashing 
one of the garden fences and covering 
the lawn and the flowerbeds, the 
trampoline and shed with a wreckage of 
broken branches and billions of twigs, 
so that the garden was completely 
unrecognizable. Inside the Mortals’ 
house, the grown-ups and children 
were woken from sleep and sat up in 
their beds with thumping hearts and 
wide eyes, while through their windows 
the sky was filled with fast-flying birds 
making sharp cries of alarm. 

In one dreadful instant, the neat little 
garden was smashed up and broken, 
and the cosy little home in the old 
hollow tree was no more. The intricate 
bark cupboards were crushed and 
broken, the box containing Cumulus’s 
sand grain collection was gone for ever, 
and nearly all the snail shells of cordial 
were smashed to smithereens. And of 
the tree’s three inhabitants there was 
absolutely no sign at all.
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MELISSA HARRISON
Melissa Harrison is an award-
winning novelist and nature 
writer. Her novels have won 

the Costa Novel of the Year Award 
and the European Union Prize for 
Literature, and have been shortlisted 
for the Baileys Prize. 
She lives in Suffolk. 

@m_z_harrison



Publication Date 1st April 2021

HOW TO SAVE THE 
WORLD WITH A 
CHICKEN AND AN EGG
Emma Shevah 
High-spirited Ivy believes she can talk to animals, while Nathaniel, 
a boarding-school boy, is obsessed with animal facts. They come 
together unexpectedly on a cold English beach with the arrival 
of a rare and wondrous sea creature: a giant leatherback turtle 
who lays her eggs in front of the world’s media. Soon they’re on 
a mission to make a difference to the world – even if they have to 
do it one animal at a time.

• The first in a series of hilarious, poignant and highly original
stories on environmental matters.

• A terrific positive-action story in the wake of Greta Thunberg.

• Cover and inside illustrations by Kirsti Beautyman.

Price:  £6.99
Pub Date: 1st April 2021
CBMC code: D3N79
Dimensions: 198x129 mm
Word count: 50,000 (words approx.)

Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-910655-47-4
eBook ISBN: 978-1-913322-44-1
Age: 8+
Illustrations: Kirsti Beautyman
Export: Yes
Rights: World
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DESCRIPTION
High-spirited Ivy believes 
she can talk to animals, while 
Nathaniel, a boarding-school 
boy, is obsessed with animal 
facts. They come together 
unexpectedly on a cold English 
beach with the arrival of a rare 
and wondrous sea creature: a 
giant leatherback turtle who lays 
her eggs in front of the world’s 
media. Soon they’re on a mission 
to make a difference to the 
world – even if they have to do it 
one animal at a time.

An extract from

HOW TO SAVE 
THE WORLD 
WITH A CHICKEN 
AND AN EGG
Emma Shevah
IVY
It’s nice being a duck. I recommend it if you ever 
get the chance. It’s fun being lots of creatures 
actually, except they all have their problems 
and some more than others. I have them, too, of 
course. My main number one problem is that I 
want to save the world and I have no idea how to 
do it because the world is extremely massive, full 
of crazy people, and I’m not even twelve yet ... 

What are you supposed do when you’re only 
eleven and you don’t have a jeep or money or 
veterinary skills? I mean, obviously, I give sugar 
solution to tired bees, leave seeds out for hungry 
birds and go on slug and snail moving missions on 
rainy nights with rubber gloves on to stop them 
getting squished, but everyone does that. Some 
people even do it without rubber gloves …

This story isn’t about ducks, by the way. It’s 
about secrets, the seaside and how seagulls trick 
worms into thinking it’s raining. It’s also about 
mucus, rumpuses and dogs needing a wider 
variety of sniffs. But if you want the simple version, 
it’s about what happened here last summer. 
It involves animals too – lots of them – and an 
unusual boy called Nathaniel with a mystery to 

solve. So we should probably start with him.

NATHANIEL
It did not start well. 
I told him about exploding ants and he still 

ignored me. Who isn’t interested in exploding 
ants? 

Rory Hewitt, that’s who. 
Uncle Charles was paying him to take me from 

my boarding school in Harrow to my mother’s 
house in Suffolk for the first two weeks of the 
summer holidays. I did not want some unknown 
colleague’s unknown son to collect me from school 
because that wasn’t usual, and I liked usual. And 
I certainly did not want to stay with my mother. I 
barely knew her. I hadn’t even seen her since I was 
four because she and Grandma didn’t get on. 

I wanted Grandma to collect me, as she always 
did, and take me to her home in Dorset. To my 
cosy bed with the soft, white sheets. To the 
wooden snail house I made when I was six. To the 
rooms I loved, full of books, carvings, paintings 
and rugs that Grandma had brought back from 
her travels. But I wouldn’t be going there or seeing 
Grandma ever again, which was impossible to 
comprehend, like trying to grasp the limitlessness 
of the universe, only infinitely sadder. 

Instead, I was going to stay with my mother. 
‘Being chaperoned by a nineteen-year-old will 

be fun,’ my housemaster said. ‘Be at reception at 
9.05 a.m. on Friday and Rory will meet you there. 
Do you have your eggs?’

I nodded. ‘Red in my left pocket and blue in my 
right.’

‘Excellent.’ 
‘Can I tell him about mucus?’ 
Mr Upcott’s cheek twitched. ‘Err … perhaps not 

initially.’ 
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EMMA SHEVAH
Emma is half Irish and half 
Thai. Her great-great-
grandfather was King Rama 
I of Thailand, so by all 

rights she should be living a life of ease 
and luxury in the tropics. Instead, she 
spends her days dashing around rainy 
North London writing, 
teaching English and 
raising four children.

@emmashevah



Publication Date 1st April 2021

THE BLOCK
Ben Oliver
Luka is imprisoned in the Block when an audacious break-out 
reunites him with his friends at last. Hiding out in the heart of 
the destroyed city, Luka realises the scale of their mission to 
defeat all-powerful AI, Happy. How can they stay hidden, let 
alone win the war? 

• The sequel to acclaimed debut The Loop: Prison Break meets
1984 in this cutting-edge sci-fi thriller series.

• Film/TV rights optioned by Lime with producer Louise Sutton
(Black Mirror) on board.

• Publishing simultaneously with Scholastic USA; book 3 to
follow in 2022.

Praise for THE LOOP: 

‘Thrilling and terrifying in equal measure’ OBSERVER

‘Superbly dark and utterly gripping.’ WATERSTONES

Price:  £7.99
Pub Date: 1st April 2021
CBMC code: E3N79
Dimensions: 198x129 mm
Word count: 75,000 (words approx.)

Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-912626-56-4
eBook ISBN: 978-1-913322-97-7
Age: 14+
Illustrations: N/a
Export: Yes
Rights: World
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An extract from

THE BLOCK
Ben Oliver

‘Please, Luka, I’m just tryin’ to get me and 
my family on to the Arc. I’m not a Tier One, 
I have to earn my place. I don’t like this but I 
don’t have a choice! What would you do? If I 
let you go, they’ll kill us both.’

 I sigh and look directly into the young 
soldier’s eyes. ‘I know, you’re only doing 
what you have to do to survive, but listen to 
me, Jacob, they are not going to let you live. 
They think of humans as a virus, and they 
can’t let even one of us survive. They plan on 
eradicating everyone.’

 ‘What are you talking about? The world 
is going to end, and the World Government 
had to make some hard choices, some really 
diff—’

 ‘Ask yourself: why didn’t they just kill 
the Regulars? Why did they turn them 
into monsters?’ I yell. ‘It’s because of 
their programming! This isn’t the World 
Government, it’s …’ I sigh, shake my head. 
It doesn’t matter, he won’t believe me. I 
wouldn’t believe that the world leaders have 
been taken over by artificial intelligence if I 
hadn’t seen it with my own eyes. 

I think I’ve bought myself enough time. I 
think I have enough replenished energy now.

‘It’s who?’ Jacob asks, his eyes narrowing.
‘Not who,’ I reply, ‘what.’
‘Okay, then what?’
‘It doesn’t matter.’ I look into the young 

guard’s eyes. ‘I’m sorry, Jacob.’
‘What—?’ he says, but that’s all he can say. 
I run at him. 
Jacob moves quickly, turning and 

running out of the room. He tries to slam 
the door shut but I’m too fast. I reach out 
a hand, forcing it between the thick metal 
of the door and the concrete frame. I hear 
the bones in my fingers crunch as Jacob 
slings the door towards himself. The pain is 
incredible. I clench my jaw and muffle the 
scream that forces its way into my mouth.

 I close my eyes and breathe through 
the pain as I pull the door open, the agony 
doubling in my contorted hand, fingers 
bending and bowed, blood already pooling 
beneath the skin, turning into storm-cloud 
bruises.

 ‘Wait, wait!’ Jacob cries as I grab him - 
with my good hand - by the collar and drag 
him back into my cell.

‘Code 14 in cell 319!’ Jacob calls.
 I throw the boy on to my bed, grab his 

gun and aim it at him.

DESCRIPTION
Luka is in prison again – but this 
time it’s worse. He’s in the Block, a 
place where reality and simulation 
start to blur. But an audacious break-
out reunites Luka and his friends at 
last. Hiding out in the heart of the 
destroyed city, Luka realises the 
scale of their mission to defeat all-
powerful AI, Happy. How can they 
stay hidden, let alone win the war? 
Old friends and new – including 
annoyingly cheerful companion 
drone, Apple-Moth – hold the key to 
their slim chance of victory ... 

BEN OLIVER
Ben began writing at age 
seven, and was promptly 
placed into the lowest 
reading and writing group 

at school. A mere twenty-two years 
later, and now a high-school English 
teacher, his debut novel, The Loop, was 
published in 2020.

@benjamin0liver
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Publication Date 1st April 2021

WHITE FOX IN THE FOREST
Chen Jiatong
The quest continues as white fox Dilah and his friends follow 
the moonstone’s guiding light, hearts set on transforming into 
humans. But can they pass the ultimate test and prove they have 
what it takes? An epic tale of friendship, bravery and sacrifice 
awaits …

• The second book in the White Fox series, a bestseller in China.

• The first middle-grade series ever to be translated from
Chinese into English.

• Translated by the award-winning Jennifer Feeley, with
gorgeous black-and-white line illustrations by acclaimed
Chinese-born artist Viola Wang.

Praise for WHITE FOX: 

‘An anthropomorphic delight, full of peril, friendship and 
mysticism’ FINANCIAL TIMES

Price:  £6.99
Pub Date: 1st April 2021
CBMC code: D3N79
Dimensions: 198x129 mm
Word count: 45,000 (words approx.)

Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-912626-09-0
eBook ISBN: 978-1-913696-00-9
Age: 9+
Illustrations: N/a
Export: Yes
Rights: World English
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An extract from

WHITE FOX IN 
THE FOREST
Chen Jiatong
Dilah tossed and turned in his bed of leaves. 
Despite the big meal in his stomach and the 
safety of his friends nearby, he felt restless, 
his eyes wide open. As he stared up at the 
crescent moon, he decided it was time to seek 
guidance from the moonstone again. Afraid 
of waking up his friends, he crept through the 
bushes to a nearby clearing, where a pheasant 
darted out of the undergrowth and flew off. 

Dilah was about to unwrap the leather parcel 
around his neck when he heard footsteps 
behind him and whirled around. But it was only 
Ankel. ‘You’re still up?’ Dilah asked, surprised.

‘With all that’s happened lately, I had a 
hard time sleeping,’ Ankel said with a grin. ‘I 
guessed what you might be up to,’ he added, 
nodding towards the parcel.

‘You’re just in time,’ Dilah said, removing the 
parcel from around his neck and opening it 
beneath the moonlight. 

Inside, a large blue gemstone with a golden 
crescent moon in the center radiated a slowly 
revolving light. As Dilah and Ankel watched, 
the small crescent moon started spinning. 
After a few moments, it slowed to a stop, 

an arrow pointing in the direction of Ulla’s 
treasure. Following its line, Dilah gazed far into 
the distance between the trees, wondering 
how much further they had to travel. 

‘Look!’ Ankel softly cried out. He nudged 
Dilah, then pointed his snout down at the 
quivering moonstone.

Dilah stared at the crescent moon in 
awe. The moon engraving in the stone... it 
was different. Brighter. In all his months of 
travelling, he’d never seen it so bright!

‘Wow! What do you think it means?’ Dilah 
breathed. 

‘Well … maybe Ulla’s secret treasure is close 
by?’ Ankel suggested, his voice tight with 
hope. 

‘Do you really think so?’ The two friends 
stared at one another, eyes glowing. After 
travelling for so long, finally they could be 
nearing the end of their journey.

Snap. Withered leaves crackled in the dense 
bushes. 

‘Who’s there?’ Dilah hissed, whipping his 
head to face the noise. Had someone been 
watching? An enemy? Dilah growled at 
the bushes as Ankel rushed to wrap up the 
moonstone, its light extinguished by the 
leather binding. 

The forest fell deadly silent. As Dilah’s eyes 
adjusted, he saw a pair of glowing green eyes 
peering suspiciously at them through the 
branches and leaves. 

DESCRIPTION
The quest continues as white fox 
Dilah and his friends follow the 
moonstone’s guiding light, hearts 
set on transforming into humans. 
Along the way, they discover 
hostile terrain, new friends, 
fearsome enemies and legendary 
magic – including a mythical 
enchanted forest which may be 
the answer to all their prayers … 
but can they pass the ultimate 
test and prove they have what 
it takes to be human? An epic 
tale of friendship, bravery and 
sacrifice awaits …

CHEN JIATONG
Chen Jiatong is one of 
China’s bestselling authors. 
He graduated from Beihang 
University with a Masters in 

Engineering. He was still at university 
when he began writing White Fox. 
The series now consists 
of six titles, and was 
relaunched in China in 
2019. 
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Publication Date 1st April 2021

A SECRET OF BIRDS & 
BONE
Kiran Millwood Hargrave
Siena is a city plagued by sickness. But outside its walls is the 
happy home of Sofia, her little brother Ermin, and their mother 
who crafts charms from skeletons. When Mama is arrested and 
the children are taken to the city’s hateful orphanage, Sofia 
decides to find out the truth of what is happening …

• The fourth children’s novel by Times number one bestselling  
 author Kiran Millwood Hargrave, winner of the Waterstones  
 Children’s Book Prize. 

• A darkly beautiful historical novel featuring Kiran’s trademark  
 magical realism and an enthralling mystery. 

Praise for Kiran Millwood Hargrave: 

‘The new big gun in children’s fiction’ TELEGRAPH

‘Her ideas are original, her imagination impressive’ THE TIMES

Price:  £7.99
Pub Date: 1st April 2021
CBMC code: D3N79
Dimensions: 198x129mm
Word count: 40,000 (words approx.) 

Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-913322-96-0
eBook ISBN: 978-1-913322-63-2
Age: 10+
Illustrations: N/a
Export: Yes
Rights: World
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DESCRIPTION
In an Italian city ravaged by 
plague, Sofia’s mother carves 
beautiful mementoes from bones. 
But one day, she doesn’t return 
home. Did her work lead her into 
danger? Sofia and her little brother 
Ermin are sent to the convent 
orphanage but soon escape, led 
by an enigmatic new friend and 
their pet crow, Corvith. Together 
they cross the city underground, 
following clues in bones up to the 
towers of Siena, where – circled 
by magpies – the children find the 
terrible truth … 

An extract from

A SECRET OF 
BIRDS & BONE
Kiran Millwood Hargrave
In the grounds of a ruined monastery, on the 
outskirts of Siena, a girl awoke in a charnel house. 
 All about her were skeletons: by the thin 
shafts of light flitting in from the slits in the 
ribcage shutters she could see the bed about her, 
built from tibias and fibulas, her brother’s and 
mother’s beds an echo along the other walls. A 
moon-white skull still warm from last night’s fire 
was cupped over her feet. Over her head draped a 
canopy of gold-dipped toe bones in great, gilded 
wreaths, and teeth were set like stars in the chinks 
in the walls. But the girl was not afraid. This house 
built of old stone, and golden bone, was her home 
– and today was her twelfth birthday.
 No one else was awake: the house was 
silent as a tomb. Sofia lay calm in her bone bed, 
and smiled, savouring the stillness. Soon Corvith, 
their crow, would squawk for breakfast, and 
her brother Ermin, lying in the next bed, would 
grumble at the noise, and Mamma would rise and 
stoke the fire for honey and lavender tea. There 
would be presents, and perhaps Mamma would 
change her mind about letting them go to the 
Palio—
 Thump.
 Sofia stopped smiling. She turned her head 
slowly, towards the closed door that led to their 
mother’s workshop. 

 Thump.
 The sound came again, followed by small 
clinks, light as raindrops stumbling against the tiles 
of the patella roof. Now that her eyes had adjusted 
to the gloom, Sofia could see the door was slightly 
ajar, and that her mother’s bed was empty.
 Heaviness flooded her body, like she had 
not slept at all. She had hoped these days were 
over. The days where Mamma seemed to float 
through her hours as though under a storm cloud, 
or crushed beneath an invisible sack filled with 
weighty worry. Mamma had promised they would 
be. 
 I’m finished, she said last night, pressing 
a kiss to Sofia’s forehead, no more late nights. 
No more days away. I deliver my commission 
tomorrow, and we will celebrate your birthday like 
a saint’s day. 
 Sofia pressed her teeth together until her 
jaw clicked. Mamma had lied to her, and on her 
birthday of all days. She pushed back her sheets, 
and padded past her brother Ermin’s bed, and 
Mamma’s empty sheets on bare, quiet feet to the 
gap in the door. 
 Their crow Corvith stirred as she passed, 
snug in his skull nest.
 ‘So?’ he called, but a quick rub of his 
feathered head sent his beady black eye closed 
again, and Sofia was able to peer unnoticed 
through the door that connected the bedroom and 
workroom.
 The shutters here were closed too, and 
a candle stub burned in its knucklebone holder. 
Mamma was hunched at her broad worktable, 
surrounded by creamy white bone shavings and 
powdery dust that settled finely in the air about 
her.  
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KIRAN MILLWOOD 
HARGRAVE
Kiran is the award-winning 
author of several books for 

young people. She was born in London 
in 1990 and studied at both Cambridge 
and Oxford University. She is an award-
winning poet, with three 
collections published. 
She lives in Oxford. 

@kiran_mh 



NON FICTION

BIG LITTLE HEARTS: WHEN CAN I GO BACK TO SCHOOL? ANNA FRIEND
Illustrated by JAKE BIGGIN

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 11th March 2021 

ISBN: 9780702311918 

CBMC code: B5M79 

TPS: 250mm x 240mm 

Extent: 24pp

Binding: Paperback 

Age: 03-07

Illustrations: Colour 

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• A reassuring journey through a child's common worries and fears
during the worldwide pandemic

• With mindfulness activities for families to do together to combat
feelings of anxiety

• Watch children bring the book to life here: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNdnk4FOMnM

• Listen to the author talk about the book here: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVjtQ0oMc00

• Beautifully illustrated and simply written, it allows the reader to
understand how a child might be feeling

• Gives a voice to those thoughts that are pinging around a child's
head making them feel wobbly and upset

• Can be shared with younger children or read independently

• This book series is honest in tone and uses simple language designed
to start conversations and provide comfort

Description

A reassuring journey through a child's common worries and fears during
the worldwide pandemic.

When school suddenly shuts one day, Billy is worried about what will
happen next ... will things ever return to how they were before?

Part of the the Big Little Hearts series written to support families dealing
with traumatic events in life:
January 2022: Who Will Love Me When You're Gone? For families dealing
with the loss of a parent.
May 2022: Will Mummy Still Love Me Like Before? For families who have
a new sibling on the way.

About the book: Anna Friend wrote this
book at the start of the pandemic to
calm her son and later asked her friend
Jake Biggin to illustrate the story. They self-
published it on Amazon thinking it might
help some other families. They couldn't
believe the response!

Now, with the help of Scholastic, this
wonderful book is set to help thousands
more families struggling with anxious
children.

About the author: Anna Friend is a writer,
director and actor. She has written the
Big Little Hearts books to support families
experiencing traumatic events.

About the illustrator: Jake Biggin is an
artist and illustrator who studied Fine Art at
Central St Martins in London.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

FLY HIGH CREW ASHLEY BANJO, JORDAN BANJO

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 1st April 2021

ISBN: 9780702306440

CBMC code: D3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 320pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 09-11

Illustrations:
Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Commercial, funny, pacy middle grade fiction by much-loved
celebrities Ashley and Jordan - between them they have 1.3 million
Instagram followers and half a million on Twitter. This book perfectly
matches Ashley and Jordan's brand of wit, warmth and star quality.

• Written in collaboration with Alexandra Sheppard, hugely talented
author of OH MY GODS.

• *Far-reaching and high-impact media campaign including front
cover interviews, features, profiles, news and reviews in national
newspapers, major broadcast, glossies, news weeklies and online

Description

Brothers Trey and Jax spend after-school hours rehearsing with their
street dance collective the Fly High Crew, until they see a green beam
of light flash out of the sky and are thrown into an out-of-this-world
adventure! Aliens have landed and are mind-controlling all the adults:
can the Fly High Crew work together as a team and save the day?

Ashley and Jordan Banjo are TV presenters
and founding members of Britain's Got
Talent-winning street dance collective,
Diversity.
Ashley is currently a judge on ITV's Britain's
Got Talent, and Jordan is a presenter on
BBC1's The Greatest Dancer and is the KISS
FM Breakfast Show host.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



Fly High Crew: The Green Glow

• Much-loved by the nation, Ashley and Jordan Banjo have 1.3 million Instagram
followers and half a million followers on Twitter

• Brothers Ben and Jax spend after-school hours rehearsing with their street dance
collective the Fly High Crew, until they see a green beam of light flash out of the
sky and are thrown into an out-of-this-world adventure!

• ATTACK THE BLOCK meets DEMON HEAD MASTER

• This book perfectly matches Ashley and Jordan's brand of wit, warmth and star
quality

• Far-reaching and high-impact media campaign including front cover interviews,
features, profiles, news and reviews in national newspapers, major broadcast,
glossies, news weeklies and online

Ashley Banjo, Jordan Banjo 
(with Alexandra Sheppard)

COVER NOT FINAL
£6.99 April 2021
9+ years
PB 9780702306440



Fly High Crew: The Green Glow
Marketing & PR

• Major PR campaign including TV, radio and print interviews, 
as well as signing opportunities dovetailed with their UK Tour 
between March and June

• Positioning Ashley and Jordan as inspirational role models in 
the children’s book world 

• Dance stunt to launch publication with photocall

• Working on event opportunities for Ashley, Jordan and 
Alexandra 

• Video content will see Ashley and Jordan bring the book to 
life and reach their massive follower base – plus social 
content including TikTok campaign

• Exclusive dance kit tote bag available for pre order 
campaigns for indies

• Bookplates available for indies



FICTION

HARLEY HITCH: HARLEY HITCH AND THE IRON FOREST VASHTI HARDY
Illustrated by GEORGE ERMOS

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 1st April 2021

ISBN: 9780702302558

CBMC code: C3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 256pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 08-12

Illustrations:
Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Vashti Hardy's immersive world building, cool science and tech,
weird and wonderful inventions, warm and funny characters - all
perfectly pitched for younger readers.

• A modern-day INSPECTOR GADGET meets THE WORST WITCH with a
STEM twist.

• Perfect for fans of Amelia Fang.

• Brought to life with George Ermos's lively, humorous illustrations,
which feature throughout.

• Vashti Hardy is an award-winning middle grade author - and this
new series for younger readers shows just how versatile she is.

• Vashti's novel WILDSPARK was the winner of the Blue Peter Book
Award for Best Story 2020 and BRIGHTSTORM was shortlisted for the
Waterstone's Children's Book Prize 2019.

Description

Brand new character-driven, highly illustrated young fiction series about
kid inventor Harley Hitch, from award-winning author Vashti Hardy.

Join Harley, her robot dog Sprocket and best friend Cosmo for problem-
solving adventures and mysteries in Inventia, a world where science
rules and technology grows in the forest; and where exploding science
projects, giant slugs and runaway robots are all part of a normal school
day.

The Iron Forest near Harley's home is unlike any other - plants and trees
grow cogs and hinges and other mechanical parts - and all of Inventia
depends on it. So when a strange fungus is discovered, there's a race to
find a solution. Without essential parts for inventions, the town is quickly
falling apart...

About the author: Vashti Hardy live near
Brighton in Sussex with her husband and
three teens. She was a primary school
teacher for several years, and has a
special interest in children's writing,
especially free-writing and the use of
journals and creating fantasy worlds.
She has a first-class honours teaching
degree with English specialism and an
MA in Creative Writing from the University
of Chichester. After leaving teaching to
focus more on her writing, she became
a copywriter and digital marketing
executive. Vashti is an alumni member
and writing buddy of The Golden Egg
Academy.



FICTION

BRITAIN'S BIGGEST STAR.. IS DAD? IVOR BADDIEL

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 1st April 2021

ISBN: 9780702300585

CBMC code: C3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 368pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 07-10

Illustrations:
Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Ivor Baddiel (brother of David Baddiel) is an experienced comedy
writer and author, with shows like The X Factor and a number of film
and TV awards shows to his credit, as well as children's books and
books about football.

• This is the perfect book for reluctant readers, as it will be heavily
illustrated (similar to KID NORMAL), and combines silly humour with
celebrity life!

Description

The new series of Britain's Biggest Star is starting - and someone is out to
sabotage it!

After a series of threats against the show, the secret service decide it's
time to send in a spy - or rather, two spies, Harry and Abby. Their father,
washed up comedian Gus, is persuaded to compete in the show, so
that the kids can snoop back-stage. But as they discover, the list of
people who want to sabotage the show soon turns out to be VERY long
indeed... Fast-paced, funny, with twists and suspects galore, this is NOT
your average talent show.

Before becoming an established TV
and radio script-writer, Ivor Baddiel was
a social worker and primary school
teacher. He has since written extensively
for television across numerous comedy
and entertainment shows including THE X
FACTOR, THE BAFTAS and I'M A CELEBRITY,
GET ME OUT OF HERE. He is also the author
of seventeen books for both children and
adults.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

ZARA HOSSAIN IS HERE SABINA KHAN

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 1st April 2021

ISBN: 9780702308369

CBMC code: E3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 336pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 12-20

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Commonwealth Rights Only

Sales points

• Relatable YA that transcends cultures and deftly handles
Islamophobia, anti-immigration rhetoric and coming out with
compassion and empathy.

• Sits alongside Nicola Yoon and Becky Albertalli - family issues,
romance, own voices, and a coming-of-age story in one.

• Realistic depiction of South Asian culture.

Description

Seventeen-year-old Pakistani immigrant, Zara Hossain, has been
leading a fairly typical life in Texas since her family moved there for
her father's work. While dealing with the Islamophobia that she faces
at school, Zara has to lay low, trying not to stir up any trouble and
jeopardize their family's dependent visa status while they await their
green card approval.

But one day her tormentor, star football player Tyler Benson, takes things
too far, leaving athreatening note in her locker, and gets suspended.
As an act of revenge against her for speaking out, Tyler and his friends
vandalize Zara's house with racist graffiti, leading to a violent crime that
puts Zara's entire future at risk. Now she must pay the ultimate price
and choose between fighting to stay in the only place she's ever called
home or losing the life she loves and everyone in it.

Sabina Khan writes about Muslim teens
who straddle cultures. She was born in
Germany, spent her teens in Bangladesh,
and lived in Macao, Illinois, and Texas
before settling down in British Columbia
with her husband, two daughters, and the
best puppy in the world. Visit her online at
sabina-khan.com.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

MIRROR'S EDGE SCOTT WESTERFELD

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 1st April 2021

ISBN: 9780702310447 
CBMC code: E3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 320pp

Binding: B format - paperback 

Age: 12-18

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Starting with the Pretties/Uglies/Specials trilogy, Scott Westerfeld has
made a name for himself as one of the most popular and insightful
YA writers today

• "Themes such as environmental conservation and individual freedom
deepen the story right up to its explosive finale, which will leave
readers looking forward to the next installment." -- Publishers' Weekly

• Perfect for fans of The Hunger Games and Divergent

Description

In order to go behind enemy lines, Frey has her face and body
reconstructed for the ultimate disguise. Now she can move around
freely in the city that once kept her captive -- and for the first time in
her life, she is no longer her sister's physical twin. As they try to infiltrate
their father's domain and overthrow him, the surprises are many, and
the sacrifices may prove to be very high.

About the author: Scott Westerfeld's
teen novels include the Uglies series, the
Midnighters trilogy, The Last Days, an ALA
Best Book for Young Adults and the sequel
to Peeps. Scott was born in Texas, and
alternates summers between Sydney,
Australia, and New York City.

ISBN: 9781407188225 ISBN: 9781407188287

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



PICTURE & NOVELTY

PIP AND EGG (HB) ALEX LATIMER
Illustrated by DAVID LITCHFIELD

Price: £12.99

Pub Date: 1st April 2021

ISBN: 9780702305597

CBMC code: A3M79

TPS: 275mm x 250mm

Extent: 32pp

Binding: Hardback

Age: 03-06

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Beautifully-told story about the power of friendship - with a heartfelt
message for both children and grown-ups

• With breathtaking artwork by David Litchfield, the award-winning
author-illustrator of THE BEAR AND THE PIANO

Description

From standout author, Alex Latimer, and bestselling illustrator, David
Litchfield, comes a beautifully poignant picture book about finding -
and holding on to - friendship.

One bright afternoon, Pip met Egg...

When Pip and Egg first meet, they are almost the same size and shape
- like two peas in a pod. But as their friendship grows, so do they - for Pip
this means growing roots, but for Egg? Well, Egg grows wings, and she
can't wait to use them.

Though Pip wishes he can follow Egg on her adventures, his roots are
strong. So he watches his friend fly away.

But true friends always find their way back to one another, and there
are no truer friends than Pip and Egg. And if there's one thing they learn,
it's that the circle of life will always lead them back to each other.

About the author: Alex Latimer is a South
African author and illustrator based in
Cape Town. His books include THE BOY
WHO CRIED NINJA, AM I YOURS? and LULA
AND THE SEA MONSTER.
www.alexlatimer.co.za
@almaxlat

About the illustrator: David Litchfield is
the multi-award-winning author-illustrator
behind the BEAR AND THE PIANO series.
He also wrote and illustrated LIGHTS ON
COTTON ROCK and GRANDAD'S SECRET
GIANT.
www.davidlitchfieldillustration.com/
@dc_litchfield

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



PICTURE & NOVELTY

PIP AND EGG (PB) ALEX LATIMER
Illustrated by DAVID LITCHFIELD

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 1st April 2021

ISBN: 9781407193687

CBMC code: A3M79

TPS: 275mm x 250mm

Extent: 32pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 03-06

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Beautifully-told story about the power of friendship - with a heartfelt
message for both children and grown-ups

• With breathtaking artwork by David Litchfield, the award-winning
author-illustrator of THE BEAR AND THE PIANO

Description

From standout author, Alex Latimer, and bestselling illustrator, David
Litchfield, comes a beautifully poignant picture book about finding -
and holding on to - friendship.

One bright afternoon, Pip met Egg...

When Pip and Egg first meet, they are almost the same size and shape
- like two peas in a pod. But as their friendship grows, so do they - for Pip
this means growing roots, but for Egg? Well, Egg grows wings, and she
can't wait to use them.

Though Pip wishes he can follow Egg on her adventures, his roots are
strong. So he watches his friend fly away.

But true friends always find their way back to one another, and there
are no truer friends than Pip and Egg. And if there's one thing they learn,
it's that the circle of life will always lead them back to each other.

About the author: Alex Latimer is a South
African author and illustrator based in
Cape Town. His books include THE BOY
WHO CRIED NINJA, AM I YOURS? and LULA
AND THE SEA MONSTER.
www.alexlatimer.co.za
@almaxlat

About the illustrator: David Litchfield is
the multi-award-winning author-illustrator
behind the BEAR AND THE PIANO series.
He also wrote and illustrated LIGHTS ON
COTTON ROCK and GRANDAD'S SECRET
GIANT.
www.davidlitchfieldillustration.com/
@dc_litchfield

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



ALISON GREEN BOOKS

ANIMAL EXPLORERS: TOBY THE DEEP-SEA DIVER HB SHARON RENTTA

Price: £12.99

Pub Date: 1st April 2021

ISBN: 9780702301919

CBMC code: A3M79

TPS: 275mm x 250mm

Extent: 32pp

Binding: Hardback

Age: 02-06

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• ANIMAL EXPLORERS is a witty, entertaining picture-book series that
will inspire children to follow their dreams

• TOBY THE DEEP-SEA DIVER is the second book in the series.

• A young tiger explores the deepest, darkest depths of the ocean,
with courage, determination - and a home-made submersible!

• Glowing, humorous illustrations, packed with details to point out and
share

• Mini biographies at the end of the book tell the stories of three real-
life oceanographers

• The first book in the series, LOLA THE PLANT HUNTER, featured a polar
bear who follows her passion for plants all the way to the Amazon

• Praise for Sharon Rentta's A DAY WITH... series: "charming and witty ...
a triumph of good-humoured invention" Independent on Sunday

Description

Calling all budding explorers! The ANIMAL EXPLORERS series will inspire
you to follow your dreams.

In TOBY THE DEEP-SEA DIVER, Toby is a young tiger who longs to explore
the deepest, darkest depths of the ocean. All he needs is courage,
determination - and a home-made submersible!

Sharon Rentta's glowing, witty illustrations are full of details to point out
and share. Mini biographies at the end of the book also tell the stories of
three amazing, real-life oceanographers.

About the illustrator Since graduating from
the prestigious MA Illustration course at
the Cambridge School of Art, Sharon has
published her picture books exclusively
with Alison Green Books.

Sharon has garnered worldwide acclaim
for her A DAY WITH... picture book series.
She also created fabulous black-and-
white drawings for Eva Ibbotson's final
novels, ONE DOG AND HIS BOY and THE
ABOMINABLES. Sharon lives in Cambridge.

www.sharon-rentta.co.uk

ISBN: 9781407193656 ISBN: 9781407147338

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



ALISON GREEN BOOKS

ANIMAL EXPLORERS: TOBY THE DEEP-SEA DIVER PB SHARON RENTTA

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 1st April 2021

ISBN: 9780702301926

CBMC code: A3M79

TPS: 275mm x 250mm

Extent: 32pp

Binding: Non Standard - paperback

Age: 02-06

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• ANIMAL EXPLORERS is a witty, entertaining picture-book series that
will inspire children to follow their dreams

• TOBY THE DEEP-SEA DIVER is the second book in the series.

• A young tiger explores the deepest, darkest depths of the ocean,
with courage, determination - and a home-made submersible!

• Glowing, humorous illustrations, packed with details to point out and
share

• Mini biographies at the end of the book tell the stories of three real-
life oceanographers

• The first book in the series, LOLA THE PLANT HUNTER, featured a polar
bear who follows her passion for plants all the way to the Amazon

• Praise for Sharon Rentta's A DAY WITH... series: "charming and witty ...
a triumph of good-humoured invention" Independent on Sunday

Description

Calling all budding explorers! The ANIMAL EXPLORERS series will inspire
you to follow your dreams.

In TOBY THE DEEP-SEA DIVER, Toby is a young tiger who longs to explore
the deepest, darkest depths of the ocean. All he needs is courage,
determination - and a home-made submersible!

Sharon Rentta's glowing, witty illustrations are full of details to point out
and share. Mini biographies at the end of the book also tell the stories of
three amazing, real-life oceanographers.

About the illustrator Since graduating from
the prestigious MA Illustration course at
the Cambridge School of Art, Sharon has
published her picture books exclusively
with Alison Green Books.

Sharon has garnered worldwide acclaim
for her A DAY WITH... picture book series.
She also created fabulous black-and-
white drawings for Eva Ibbotson's final
novels, ONE DOG AND HIS BOY and THE
ABOMINABLES. Sharon lives in Cambridge.

www.sharon-rentta.co.uk

ISBN: 9781407193656 ISBN: 9781407147338

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



NON FICTION

GREAT PEOPLE WHO REACHED FOR THE STARS LOUISE PAGE
Illustrated by KAT WILLIAMS

Price: £9.99

Pub Date: 1st April 2021

ISBN: 9780702302794

CBMC code: D5N79

TPS: 246mm x 189mm

Extent: 144pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 08-12

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• 26 profiles including Stephen Hawking, Yayoi Kusama, Liz Carr, Frida
Kahlo, Winnie Harlow, Ellie Simmonds and Greta Thunberg

• A collection that explores the stories of famous figures whose
experiences of discrimination because of how they look, or their
disability, informed their view on the world

• Includes sections that explore and educate on the use of labels and
basic human rights

• Stunning full-colour illustrations throughout

Description

This inspirational book covers stories of success and uncompromising
acts of self-definition from amazing people throughout history. With
26 profiles including Stephen Hawking, Yayoi Kusama, Liz Carr, Frida
Kahlo, Winnie Harlow, Ellie Simmonds and Greta Thunberg, readers
will discover an empowering collection of inspirational figures whose
experiences of discrimination because of how they look, or their
disability, informed their view on the world. Includes sections that
explore and educate on the use of labels and basic human rights.

From disability activist and writer, Louise Page, Great People Who
Reached for the Stars is an empowering read about people who have
refused to take 'No!' for an answer.

About the author: Louise Page is a writer
and artist who experiences complex
mental health issues. She lives at home
with her parents, one moody cat and two
adorable rabbits. When she isn't writing
or making films and theatre, she can be
found with her head buried in a book.

About the illustrator: Kat Williams is an
illustrator based in Leeds, UK.

ISBN: 9781407189031

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



NON FICTION

SILENCE IS NOT AN OPTION: YOU CAN IMPACT THE WORLD FOR CHANGE STUART LAWRENCE

Price: £14.99
Pub Date: 1st April 2021 

ISBN: 9780702310560 
CBMC code: D5N79 
TPS: 210mm x 140mm 
Extent: 160pp 

Binding: Hardback  
Age: 10-16 I
llustrations: Colour 
Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Written by the younger brother of Stephen Lawrence, who was
murdered in an unprovoked racist attack on 22 April 1993

• Stuart's aim is to help young people understand the impact of their
actions

• Stuart is a teacher and public speaker, and works closely with the
Stephen Lawrence Charitable Trust

• SILENCE releases in time for the second annual Stephen Lawrence
Day, which takes place on 22 April 2021. Search: https://
stephenlawrenceday.org

Description

Silence is NOT an option – use your voice for change.

This book will empower you to navigate your world and help to create
a more positive society.

Speak up – make an impact – improve the world.

YOU are the key to change.

About the author:

Stuart Lawrence is the younger brother of Stephen Lawrence, the
teenager murdered in south London in 1993. An educator and
motivational speaker, he is also a trustee of The Stephen Lawrence
Charitable Trust, founded to tackle inequality in all its forms and to help
transform the life chances of young people.

About the author: Stuart Lawrence is the
younger brother of Stephen Lawrence,
the young man who, on 22 April 1993,
at the age of just 18, was murdered
in an unprovoked racist attack. An
educator and motivational speaker,
Stuart is also a trustee of The Stephen
Lawrence Charitable Trust, founded to
tackle inequality in all its forms and to
help transform the life chances of young
people.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk





MEDIA

CREEPSHOW: THE CURSED ELLEY COOPER

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 1st April 2021

ISBN: 9781338631241

CBMC code: E3N78

TPS: 210mm x 140mm

Extent: 224pp

Binding: Non Standard - paperback

Age: 12-18

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Two terrifying novels in one

• Inspired by the TV series Creepshow, from the producer of The
Walking Dead

• Perfect for fans of the show as well as fans of the horror genre in
general

• Creepshow launched on Shudder in Autumn 2019 and has already
been renewed for a second season

• Shudder is a streaming service with unlimited access to horror,
suspense and thriller movies and series

• Also available on Amazon Prime

• Perfect for fans of Five Nights at Freddy's

Description

Inspired by the breakout TV series Creepshow from executive producer
Greg Nicotero (The Walking Dead), this volume contains two all-new
horrifying tales!

A girl's fantasy of living in an earlier era becomes all too real after she
buys a piece of antique jewellery...

In the woods, a pair of teens encounter a green glowing figure whose
desires are as mysterious as its origins...

This brand-new terrifying collection includes two chilling novels inspired
by Creepshow, Shudder's anthology TV series based on the 1982 horror
comedy classic.

Perfect for fans of the show as well as fans of Five Nights at Freddy's and
the horror genre in general, it's the most fun reader will ever have being
scared! Includes comic book art at the start of each story.

About the show: Creepshow – a horror
anthology TV series, based on the 1982
horror comedy classic.

Creepshow can be found on Shudder, a
streaming service with unlimited access
to horror, suspense and thriller movies and
series.

The show launched in Autumn 2019 and
has already been renewed for a second
season.

About the author: Elley Cooper writes
fiction for young adults and adults. She
has always loved horror and is grateful
whenever she can spend time in a dark
and twisted universe.

ISBN: 9781338631234 ISBN: 9781338576047

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



MEDIA

MARVEL AVENGERS ASSEMBLY: THE SINISTER SUBSTITUTE PREETI CHHIBBER

Price: £8.99

Pub Date: 1st April 2021

ISBN: 9781338587197

CBMC code: D3N68

TPS: 210mm x 140mm

Extent: 176pp

Binding: Hardback

Age: 08-12

Illustrations: Black/white line

Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Middle-grade series starring three diverse Marvel comics characters

• Main characters are Kamala Khan (Ms Marvel), Miles Morales
(Spider-Man) and Doreen Green (Squirrel Girl)

• Includes black-and-white illustrations plus graphic novel style pages

• Spider-Man: Into the Spider-verse starring Miles Morales won several
awards including an Oscar

• Spider-Man: Into the Spider-verse sequel will be in cinemas Summer
2022

• Highly anticipated Avengers video game starring Ms Marvel (Kamala
Khan) in stores May 2020

• Ms Marvel TV show to launch on Disney+ in 2022

• Ms Marvel, Miles Morales and Squirrel Girl comics are consistently
some of the top-selling comic books in the industry

Description

A group of new teachers arrives at the Avengers Institute ... but not
everyone is who they seem!

Kamala, Doreen and Miles are back at Institute for a new term. When
Captain Marvel adds new staff to the school, it's hard to keep track of
who's teaching what.

And some of these teachers are really not acting like heroes at all,
but more like... super-villains? Someone is impersonating students and
teachers, using lies to break up the new generation of heroes.

Can Doreen and her friends get to the bottom of this scandal?

Or will this be the end of the Avengers Assembly?

About the author: Preeti Chhibber is
the author of the Spider-Man: Far from
Home tie-in. She hosts podcasts and has
appeared on several panels at New York
Comic Con, San Diego Comic Con and
on screen on the SYFY Network.

ISBN: 9781338587258 ISBN: 9780702301834

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



SECONDARY HOME LEARNING

GCSE Revision Cards: AQA English
• GCSE Grades 9-1 Revision Cards with free revision app, perfect to support 

revision for the closed book AQA GCSE English Literature exam. 

• Set Text Revision Cards: Easy-to-read information with at-a-glance chronology 
of the text and a tight focus on key events, characters, themes, context, 
language and structure. Lots of quiz cards to help you demonstrate knowledge 
and understanding. 

• English Language Revision Cards: Clear information with at-a-glance overview 
of all exam question types. With lots of example answers and tips on how to 
structure your writing, these cards offer step-by-step exam support.

• Written for the AQA exam board and written by experts in teaching English 
using active revision techniques to maximise learning. 

• FREE accompanying app to aid revision ‘on-the-go’

• Market: sales of the children’s book edition of Animal Farm have doubled. 

• Competition: CGP Text Guides and Workbooks, £5.95 each, 72-76pp each

• OUR ADVANTAGE: These cards can be used alongside Scholastic's best-selling 
Study Guides with matching colour-coded sections.

£6.99 inc. VAT April 2021
Ages 14-16, 60 cards
9781407190198

£6.99 inc. VAT April 2021
Ages 14-16, 60 cards 
9781407190181 

£6.99 inc. VAT April 2021
Ages 14-16, 60 cards 
9781407190051



29A free downloadable app helps teens to revise on the go

GCSE 9–1 History Study Guides 
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Revision Cards

Engaging and targeted revision to build confidence and boost grades

The key information you 
need to succeed at a glance

Perfect last-minute revision for the 
AQA English Literature closed-book 
exams

Easy-to-read information with at-a-
glance chronology of the text

A tight focus on key events, characters, 
themes, context, language and 
structure

Lots of quiz cards included to help 
students test their knowledge

A free revision app to help students 
revise on the go

Ideal for consolidating 
learning or last minute 
cramming!

With a handy, easy-to-read 
format, the cards help students 
to visualise the chronology 
of the text and help make the 
tricky stuff really stick.

Act 1 Summary

• The Birlings hold a dinner party to celebrate Sheila and Gerald’s engagement. 

The family discuss the upcoming wedding.

• Mr Birling (Arthur) gives a long speech in which he explains how the marriage will 

be good for his business and how the country is set for a period of prosperity. 

• Mr Birling is interrupted by the arrival of Inspector Goole, who reveals that a 

young woman – Eva Smith – has committed suicide.

• The Inspector tells the family that Eva worked at Mr Birling’s factory two years 

previously. Eva was fired for leading a strike asking for higher wages.

• The Inspector then tells the Birlings that Eva found a new job in a shop 

(Milwards) but was fired a second time after a customer complained about her. 

Sheila Birling is revealed to be the customer. She made the complaint because 

she thought Eva was laughing at her. Sheila also admits she had been jealous of 

Eva’s appearance.

• The Inspector informs the Birlings that Eva changed her name to Daisy Renton. 

Gerald is shocked as he clearly recognises the name.

NEW
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A free downloadable app helps teens to revise on the go

Pair with our English Study Guides 
for a robust revision solution

The Revision Cards can be used alongside 
our best-selling AQA English Study Guides, 
with matching colour-coded sections, or they 
can be used independently as a stand-alone 
revision resource. 

AQA Revision Cards:  
A Christmas Carol
9781407183541
RRP £6.99

AQA Revision Cards:  
Animal Farm
9781407190198
RRP £6.99

AQA Revision Cards:  
Macbeth
9781407183534
RRP £6.99

AQA Revision Cards:  
An Inspector Calls
9781407183527
RRP £6.99

AQA Revision Cards: The 
Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and 
Mr Hyde
9781407183510
RRP £6.99

AQA Revision Cards:  
English Language
9781407190051
RRP £6.99

AQA Revision Cards:  
Romeo and Juliet
9781407190181
RRP £6.99

Revision Cards
Study Guide

Also available 



TEACHER RESOURCES

Read & Respond • Think of your favourite children’s book…Now bring it to life in the 
classroom with a range of imaginative and supportive resources

• Read & Respond provides teachers with a wealth of resources to use 
classic books in the classroom.

• It includes shared texts, guided reading notes, reading activities, 
speaking and listening activities, writing projects and assessment 
guidance.

• Market: one of our best selling series with over 476,000 copies of 
Read & Respond sold.

• Competition: There is no competition to Read & Respond available.

• OUR ADVANTAGE SCHOLASTIC is the only publisher to provide shared 
texts from the children’s books, providing all the resources teachers 
need to teach the text with their class.

£15 January 2021
Ages 7-11 32pp
9781407183947

'The resources are wonderful. I like the fact that 
it has a mix of fiction and non-fiction activities 
... and how material can link to other areas of 
the curriculum, not just literacy.'
Miss North, teacher

A child's perspective on the 
refugee crisis, highlighting the 
importance of friendship and 
kindness in a world that 
doesn't always make sense.

£15 April 2021
Ages 7-11 32pp 
9781407183930

How do you solve a 
mystery when you 
can hardly go 
outside? A sad yet 
funny mystery 
starring a hero with 
severe obsessive 
compulsive disorder.
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